ABSTRACT This article presents the development of a dynamic optimization method for controller tuning. This is proposed because most traditional tuning methods for complex coupled dynamic models are based on experience, and thus lacking accuracy. The case study is a Mobile Manipulator that consists of an anthropomorphic manipulator and a differential mobile platform. The system model has a trajectory generator that includes the coupled kinematic model, the Jacobian model, the coupled dynamic model, and a Proportional-Derivative plus controller. The tuning of the model is obtained by solving an optimization problem, using the Differential Evolution algorithm. This optimization approach allows to minimize simultaneously the energy consumption and the error on the trajectory tracking by the end effector. A novel strategy is applied to formulate the objective function, including constant weights for balancing the minimization effect. The objective is to avoid an energy consumption equal to zero that represents an error condition of no motion. The results of the case study and its statistical analysis are presented. The best result was modeled in Solidworks R and simulated in Matlab R . This model was exported to Simscape Multibody TM of Matlab, and its simulation produced satisfactory results, suggesting that the proposed optimization method can be a useful tool to solve real engineering problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Mobile Manipulators (MMs) are effective tools for the development of diverse tasks in fields such as exploration, heavy load transport, neutralization of explosives, maintenance in harmful and dangerous environments, among others. They also have been used for support and assistance in different processes. Due to their multiple applications, the interest on MM systems have aroused. These systems combine the advantages of the stationary manipulators and the mobile platforms, achieving a greater workspace on
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Bijoy chand Chand Chatterjee. environments that can be changed as required. However, these advantages affect the modeling, making it complex due to the non-holonomic restrictions of the mobile platform [1] and the need to consider only one kinematic/dynamic model for the system instead of the individual models of the mobile and the platform [2] .
There are few works that consider a coupled single model in a MM, implementing at the same time a controller so that the end effector tracks a trajectory. In [3] , an approach for the dynamic coupling of a MM is presented, developing a planning-and-control algorithm for a manipulator mounted on a mobile platform. So, the manipulator is always positioned in a valid configuration due to the pre-calculation of the manipulability. In [4] , the implementation of an artificial intelligence technique for the control of a MM is presented. It uses a multilayer neural network whose feedback linearizes a mobile base with an integrated arm, considering the complete dynamics with non-holonomic constraints. The mobile tracks the trajectory while the arm adapts to the disturbances caused by the motion. In [5] , a study of the effect by the dynamic interaction between the mobile platform and the manipulator when tracking a trajectory is presented.
Usually, the operation of MMs requires robust and/or complex controllers. A strategy to reduce the complexity in the control scheme is to use a decoupled dynamic model, implementing independent controls for the mobile and the manipulator. In [6] , the modeling of a MM is performed using the Lagrange-d'Alembert formulation subject to non-holonomic constraints, with one controller for each subsystem. In [7] , the authors propose a general framework for the control of a MM, but a decoupled modeling is used for approaching in a unified way the different types of omnidirectional mobile platforms under non-holonomic constraints. In [8] , a robust control with torque compensation is proposed for a MM, using a coupled dynamic model which is modeled as an uncertainty. In [9] , a Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller is presented for the problem of stabilizing a MM. The extended Hermite-Biehler theorem is used to calculate the stabilization range from the controller parameters. A disturbance observer is introduced for adapting the robot to the environment and to reduce the constraint faced by the PD controller.
The implementation of controllers in embedded systems is a complex task. It has been necessary to develop alternatives either for the design of the robot structure or in the controller type. In the design area, optimization problems have been generated for the synthesis of planar mechanisms based on their dynamics [10] , and for the adaptive control of motors, based on metaheuristic algorithms [11] . In the control area, new techniques of artificial intelligence have been used for the control of manipulators, as observed in [12] - [16] . In the same way, they are applied for mobile control [17] and for coupled systems of MM type [18] , [19] .
Metaheuristics are approximated optimization algorithms, that are useful for solving complex problems where classical optimization techniques cannot produce valid results using limited resources [20] - [24] . They have been applied for solving diverse real-world engineering problems. A specific case is the design and tuning of controllers, where the main objective is to find the global optimum (that is, the best possible solution) for a given controller. In [25] , the parameters of a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control for the path tracking problem of a four-bar mechanism are calculated. A mono-objective dynamic optimization problem is proposed considering the spring and damping forces, to minimize the trajectory tracking error. In [26] , the design problem for a trajectory-tracking system is established considering the kinematic and dynamic models of a MM as a problem of numerical optimization. The objective is to minimize the mechanical energy of the system at the critical positions in a pre-established workspace, by means of the tuning of the controller and the dimensional synthesis of the manipulator.
In this work, the tuning of a PD+ controller by a dynamic optimization in a mobile manipulator with coupled dynamics is presented. The main objective is to minimize the error and energy consumption of the end effector while tracking a path in a specific workspace. The solution of this type of problems by traditional methods is difficult and sometimes very resource consuming, since it is necessary to have the defined trajectory, the coupled dynamic model and the control law.
The advantages of using metaheuristic for tuning controllers are:
• Traditional tuning techniques applied to a complex dynamic system are difficult to implement and they do not guarantee that the calculated controller parameters are the best for the task to be developed.
• The application of different metaheuristics for solving a specific problem can produce diverse solutions corresponding to different configurations, so the best can be selected from an engineering point of view.
• The tuning by means of heuristic techniques does not require a detailed knowledge of the plant, complex mathematical procedures or specialized techniques. Evolutionary algorithms are metaheuristics based on the simulation of evolutive processes. They are applied for solving problems with large and complex search spaces, because they can produce quality solutions in a considerably low computational time. The metaheuristic implemented in this work is Differential Evolution (DE). It is a simple but powerful search algorithm, which simulates the natural evolution process combined with a mechanism to generate multiple search addresses based on the distribution of solutions in an initial population [27] - [31] .
The controller implemented in this article is referred in the related literature as τ pd+ , and has been used for the control of robot manipulators [32] . This controller has gravity compensation, and includes the proportional control of the position error, the proportional control of the speed error, and the complete dynamics of the robot. In the structure of this control scheme, the desired speed and acceleration are also involved. The PD+ controller was selected because the simplicity of its physical implementation and its easy programming in an embedded system in the MM. The coupled kinematic/dynamic model is presented, including non-holonomic constraints. Both the model and the constraints are required for the simulation of the system and the implementation of the PD+ controller.
The main contribution of this work is the development of a methodology for tuning the gains of a controller by means of an optimization problem using metaheuristics, applied to the coupled kinematic/dynamic model of a MM. The case study is the design of a PD+ controller for a differential type mobile platform with a manipulator. The objective of using optimization techniques is to obtain a better adjustment of the gains of the controller, with respect to empirically tuned systems.
This work is organized as follows: Section II presents the methodology for establishing the general coupled dynamic model, while in Section III, the MM of the case study is described and its coupled model is obtained, incorporating the non-holonomic constraints of the mobile platform. In Section IV, the control law for the MM is developed. Section V presents the formulation of the optimization problem and the metaheuristic for its solution, to minimize both the trajectory-tracking error and the energy consumption. Section VI includes the statistical results of the DE algorithm and the behavior graphs of the error and energy signals of the MM. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. GENERAL COUPLED INVERSE DYNAMIC MODEL OF A MM
In general, a MM consists of a sequence of rigid links connected by revolution or prismatic joints mounted on a mobile base. The mobile can be separated into several wheels and a platform. Each wheel and the platform can be treated as an individual link or a joint-link pair. The mobile platform has three Degrees of Freedom (DoF) and the manipulators have a DoF for each joint-link pair.
In the Lagrange formulation, the equations of motion can be obtained systematically and are independent to the coordinate system. Once the set of generalized coordinates q i , i = 1, . . . , n is determined (n is the number of DoF), the links which effectively describe the position of the MM are chosen. The Lagrangian of the mechanical system can be defined as a generalized coordinate function, expressed by (1) , where L is the Lagrange formulation calculated as the difference between the the kinetic energy K and the potential energy U ,
The motion equation of a conservative system is given by (2) , where q is a vector of n generalized coordinates q i and τ is a vector of n generalized forces,
The dynamic analysis consists on finding the relation between the generalized coordinates q and the generalized forces τ . Therefore, most authors prefer a closed formulation of Lagrange, to facilitate the use of controllers and the analysis of the evolution of generalized coordinates. For this reason, it is applied in this work, considering a n-DoF manipulator mounted on a non-holonomic mobile platform. The dynamic model of the MM consists of the coupled dynamics of both the mobile platform and the manipulator, and is subject to constraints [33] , [34] . It is expressed by (3),
where M (q) ∈ n×n is the symmetric bounded positivedefined inertia matrix, q describes the vector of generalized coordinates of the mobile platform, C(q,q)q ∈ n expresses the centripetal and Coriolis torques; G(q) ∈ n is the gravitational torque vector; B(q) ∈ n×k is a full-range input transformation matrix; τ ∈ k is the vector of control input; and F = J T (q)λ ∈ n denotes the vector of constraint forces with J (q) = [A, 0] and λ = [λ n , 0] T for non-holonomic constraints of the system [33] . Vector q is defined by (4) , where q v ∈ n v and q a ∈ n a are the vectors of generalized coordinates of the mobile and the manipulator, respectively, with n = n a + n v ,
, and the range of A is n v − m, it is possible to find a matrix of rank R(q) ∈ n×m formed by a set of smooth and linearly independent vector fields spinning the null space of J (q), as presented in (5), (6): (6) Equation (6) is so-called kinematic model of nonholonomic systems in the related literature. In general, η(t) has a physical meaning, consisting of the linear velocity v, the angular velocity w, and the velocity of q a , defined byη(t) = v w q a T . This equation describes the kinematic relationship between the motion vector q(t) and the velocity vectorη(t). The derivative of (6) is presented in (7):
Velocityη can be obtained from (6) , as shown in (8),
Equation (3), which satisfies the non-holonomic constraint A(q)q = 0, can be written in terms of the internal state variableη by substituting (6) and (7) in (3), as shown in (9) - (11),
Then, (11) is pre-multiplied by R T (q) as presented in (12),
Due to (5), the restriction matrix J T (q)λ can be eliminated, producing (13) ,
Consequently, the system of (3) under non-holonomic constraints is expressed as (14) , with its terms described by (15) - (18) [35] . As can be seen, the general terms in equations (3) and (14) are similar,
where M 1 (q) ∈ n×n is the new inertial matrix positive and symmetric defined, C 1 (q,q)η ∈ n×n is the matrix of centrifugal and Coriolis forces, and G 1 (q) ∈ n is the vector of forces or gravitational torque. This model is more appropriated for the design of a controller, since the restriction λ has been removed from the dynamic equation [33] , [34] . In the following section, the coupled inverse dynamic model of MM is obtained, applying the methodology already presented.
III. COUPLED INVERSE DYNAMICS OF MM
An anthropomorphic manipulator with three DoF and a mobile platform type 2.0 was selected as a case study [1] . The conceptual design of the MM, made in Computer-Aided Design (CAD), is presented in Fig. 1 . The robot has two fixed wheels, and mobility is achieved by applying a different speed on each wheel, with a differential locomotion. The system has versatility of movement and ease of control, based on a simple design. The conceptual design considers the mass of an object located at the end of the manipulator arm. This mass is represented as a hollow cylinder of one pound (485.5 gr), since it is the maximum load considered for the case study. For a higher mass, it is required both to modify the conceptual design adjusting it to the new value, and a stress analysis to determine if the arm can carry the mass. The following subscripts are used throughout the article to indicate the correspondence of each variable to a specific part of the robot: w, wheel; r right wheel; l, left wheel; 1, 2, and 3, the number of link; cm, center of mass; and m, mobile platform. Additionally, the notation in Table 1 is used to reduce the size of the equations. Schemes to obtain the positions of the bodies that make up the robot are presented in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. These figures are used to determine the kinetic and potential energy of the system. The notation used for the schemes and the equations is specified in the Appendix at the end of this work. Equations (19) to (24) 
Next, the Lagrange methodology is applied to obtain the coupled inverse dynamic model of the MM, as indicated in Section II. Equations (25) to (32) 
The velocities of each body are presented in equations (33) to (46), and were obtained from equations (25) to (32): x cm r =ẋ m + Lc mθm (33) y cm r =ẏ m + Ls mθm (34) x cm l =ẋ m − Lc mθm (35) y cm l =ẏ m − Ls mθm (36) x cm m =ẋ m − L cmx m s mθm (37) 
The kinetic energy of each body is presented in equations (47) to (52): 
(51)
The potential energy of each body is presented in equations (53) to (58):
124716 VOLUME 7, 2019 Next, the kinematic model of the mobile robot is obtained to determine the inverse dynamic model coupled under non-holonomic constraints, as indicated in Section II. The schematic of the differential type mobile platform shown in Fig. 5 is referenced by system O b with respect to the fixed reference system, since O b is the coupling point of the mobile platform with the manipulator base.
The speeds in X and Y of the point O b are calculated by (59) and (60), respectively:
where v T is the tangential velocity at that point due to the angular velocity w =θ m . Equations (59) and (60) can be expressed in terms of w by means of v T = wd, in the matrix form presented in (61),
In Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the linear velocity of each wheel, v r and v l , are perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Then, the velocityθ m produced by the composition of the linear velocities of each of the wheels and the linear velocity at the center of mass v cm = v, are also perpendicular to those of the wheel axles.
If the Instant Center of Rotation (ICR) is the center of rotation of the entire mass of the mobile, the linear speed of the mobile is the product of the angular velocityθ m and the position O m with respect to ICR, as presented in (62):
Therefore, the speed of each wheel is calculated using (63) and (64), By means of the similarity between the triangles shown in 
Additionally, the relationship between the speed of each wheel at the time of producing a turn can be determined from Fig. 6 . The result is the difference in the speeds of the wheels with respect to the width of the platform 2L, as presented in (68),θ
Using the expressions v r = rθ r and v l = rθ l , where r is the radius of the wheel, equation (67) and (68) can be expressed in terms ofθ r andθ l as shown in (69) and (70),
It is presented in (71) using matrix form, and the product of the matrices (61) and (71) generates the expression (72),
The dynamic model of the system is obtained applying the Lagrange formula corresponding to (14) . This formula expresses the dynamic model under the non-holonomic constraints established in the matrix R(q) ∈ n×m , presented in (72). For this work, the mathematical development of the Lagrange equation was implemented in Maple R . The process for transforming the Cartesian space into the joint space, and its implementation with the PD+ controller is detailed in the following section.
IV. PD+ CONTROLLER
The PD+ control with gravity compensation, denoted by τ pd+ , is a control algorithm that includes proportional control of the position error K p , proportional control of the speed error K v , plus the complete dynamics of the robot. The desired tracking, velocity and acceleration of the trajectory are also considered in the structure of this control scheme. The control law of the PD+ is given by (73):
where
In real conditions, the terms in (73) are as follows: the position errorq can be obtained by making the difference between the desired position value q d and the feedback position value q, measured by a specific sensor. Similarly, the speed errorq is obtained by making the difference between the desired speed valueq d and the feedback speed valueq, measured by another specific sensor. In the case of q d ,q d , andq d , these values are generated using the model presented in Fig. 7 . It is important to mention that the end effector will follow a path described in the Cartesian space P d (x, y, z) and not in the joints space q. The transformation of the coordinate systems is done by applying the inverse of J (q) and the Direct Coupled Kinematics (DCK) of the MM [35] . To eliminate the peaks that can be generated when the signalq is derived, it is recommended to activate the filter that comes by default in the Derivative block. The robot was designed in SolidWorks R and imported with Simscape Multibody TM to Simulink Matlab R , based on the configuration presented in Fig. 1 . The purpose of using Simscape Multibody is the detailed modeling of the system with blocks that represent masses, inertia, junctions, force elements, etc. It also provides a 3D multibody simulation environment for visualizing the dynamics of the system and emulating the robot in a real situation. Simscape Multibody allows to formulate and solve the movement equations of the complete mechanical system. The proposed methodology for the tuning of the controller by means of metaheuristics does not require the use of a PD+ controller. So, if the model is not exactly known, the implementation of (73) can be done as follows:
• Eliminate the system model from the control equation, resulting in a simple PD control. In [36] , the author suggests the use of a conventional PD driver for systems whose dynamic model is not exactly known.
• Use a different type of controller that does not involve the system model.
• Add the integral action to the PD+ controller, to increase the robustness of the controller and to eliminate the singularities generated from an approximate modeling [21] , [25] . The following section presents the optimization problem for the tuning of the PD+ controller, and a description of the implemented metaheuristic.
V. OPTIMIZATION
The objective of any optimization technique is to find the optimum of a problem (that is, the best possible solution).
The mathematical optimization problem corresponding to the case study is established in the following subsection. In order to establish a general optimization problem, two changes in the notation are proposed, fromq to e(t) and from τ pd to u(t), to represent the signals generated by the controller.
A. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
In this case, the optimization problem must consider the minimization of both the control signals u(t) and the error signals e(t) in the formulation of the objective function. If only the u(t) signals were considered, the optimization process could produce a value of zero, that represents an error condition of no motion. If only the e(t) signals were included, the optimization could generate a minimum tracking error e(t), but in an operational condition requiring an energy value u(t) so large that the real implementation is impossible.
Additionally, the objective function includes weighting factors denoted by α i , whose purpose is to balance the importance of u(t) and e(t) when the objective function is evaluated. It must be guaranteed that the weight-signal products are equal regardless of the number of signals to be considered or their value. The methodology to calculate the weights is as follows:
• A system test simulation (MM and PD+ controller) is carried out with all the controller constants K p and K v adjusted to the unit value.
• The value of the signals u i (t) 2 and e i (t) 2 is obtained from the test simulation.
• The α i are calculated so that each weight-signal product has an equitable value in the objective function. This calculation must comply (74), where n is the number of joints to evaluate during the time t f and m is the type of signal to consider (e or u).
For the case study, the x i,j (t) signals are indicated in (75):
It is important to mention that the values of alpha are specific for each system, since they are directly dependent to the values of the controller constants empirically tuned in the test simulation, and the values of the inertia, mass, etc.
If the user wishes to make changes to the behavior of the system, it can be done considering as a starting point the values calculated under the proposed methodology. To decrease the tracking error, the alpha weight that multiplies e(t) must be increased and the weight multiplying u(t) decreased. It increases the magnitude of the control signal u(t). To decrease the magnitude of the control, the alpha weight that multiplies u(t) must be increased and the weight multiplying e(t) decreased. It increases the tracking error signal e(t). In any case, changes must fulfill (74). This simple modification in the objective function equation allows the user to have greater autonomy over the performance of the robot even though the dynamics are complex.
As mentioned before, it is necessary to find the optimal values of the PD+ controller constants K p and K v , to guarantee the minimum value of the objective function. Therefore, the design vector is as shown in (76), also expressed in terms of the optimization problem as observed in (85),
The objective function in terms of the design variables is expressed in (77). The first term expresses the quadratic value of the energy signals for the n joints, while the second term expresses the quadratic value of the angular position error signals of the n joints, both terms evaluated in simulation time t f . Finally, these terms are weighted by their corresponding alpha.
minimize:
The objective function is subject to constraints. The constraint vector shown in (78) guarantees the trajectory tracking by means of the evaluation of the state variables. In this case, the state variables are the angular position of each joint. The constraints presented in (79) assure that the initial conditions corresponding to the angular position of each joint are met.
x(t) = f (x(t), u(t), t)
(78) x(0) = x 0 (79) Equation (73) can be detailed as shown in (80). In this equation the matrices M 1 , C 1 , and the vector G 1 vary in time due to the variation in time of the vector q.
The constants K p and K v are time independent and are part of the design vector, therefore (78) can be expressed as presented in (81),ẋ
B. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Derived from the model established in the previous section, the mono-objective numerical optimization problem associated to the case study is described as follows, with the objective function declared in (82), minimize: f (x(t), u(t), e(t), t)
subject to the constraints in (83) and (84):
the design vector is expressed by (85), with the bounds in (86) and (87):
The bounds are presented in (86) and (87). The first five bounds correspond to the constants K p , that have a maximum value of 1000 so that the signals u(t) do not saturate. The next five bounds correspond to the constants K v , with a maximum value of 100 so that the signals u(t) do not change abruptly. 0 ≤ k j ≤ 1000 (j = 1, . . . , 5) (86) 0 ≤ k j ≤ 100 (j = 6, . . . , 10) (87)
C. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In most engineering problems, it is difficult to find optimal solutions applying classic approaches with viable resources. Metaheuristics solve them in an approximate way by techniques of trial and error. One of the most successful metaheuristics is DE, which is applied for solving the case study. The implemented version, rand/1/bin, is shown in Algorithm 1. For this specific problem, DE was modified by including the rules of Deb for constraint handling [37] .
for i = 1 to NI do 6: select randomly r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = i ∈ k G
7:
j rand = randint(1, NV ); 8: for j = 1 to NV do 9: if (rand j [0, 1) < CF o j = j rand ) then 10:
else 12:
end if 14: end for
else 19 :
end if 21: end for 22 :
In evolutionary computation, a population is composed of for a set of individuals; an individual is a solution proposal that is coded according to the needs of the specific problem. The objective function represents the environment where this individual is developed, and the constraints on the problem determine how apt the individual is to survive in that environment. An individual that fulfills the constraints is called feasible. Some individuals of the population (called parents) are selected and probabilistic operators (cross and mutation) are applied of them to obtain new individuals (children). The offspring members maintain some properties of the parents and are conserved or eliminated by a selection. This process is carried out with each of the individuals of the population until forming a new population, and is repeated during a certain number of iterations (generations) [30] , [31] .
In evolutionary programming, probabilistic operators are used to modify the behavior of the algorithm. The Mutation Factor MF is related to the convergence speed of the algorithm. A good choice of the MF increases the accuracy of the solution and stimulates the ability to escape from local optima. In general, the ability to perform local search (exploitation) is achieved through small MF values and, conversely, global search (exploration) is increased with higher MF values. The Cross Factor CF can be considered as a mutation rate, that is, the probability that a parameter is inherited from a mutated one [29] .
The following subsection presents an implementation scheme explaining how the previous theory is used and how each module is connected to perform the controller tuning.
D. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME
The interconnected modules presented in Fig. 9 are required for either the simulation or the real implementation of the system. The figure shows the data flow between the optimization algorithm and the system, for tuning the controller. The implementation is explained with further detail in the videos included as the associated media of this work. V 1 , V 2 and V 3 are the parameter vectors and are defined by (88), (89) and (90). 
VI. RESULTS
The following section presents the experimental results of the case study. The data set with its statistical data is loaded in https://github.com/VladimirPradaJimenez/IEEE.git. In order to make a comparison and validate the performance of the tuning with the proposed method, an empirical tuning of the controller was done. Both solutions were simulated on Simulink of Matlab R and implemented in Simscape Multibody TM a tool that allows loading the MM models to SolidWorks R . SolidWorks produces a more real and reliable simulation, since the physical properties (mass, inertia, etc.) of each robot body are considered.
The values of the physical parameters used in the simulation were obtained from the design in SolidWorks, and are presented in Table 2 . They were used for the simulation of the system both in the empirical tuning and in the tuning using the DE algorithm. 
A. EMPIRICAL TUNING
The controller gains presented in Table 3 were tuned empirically as in [8] , [17] , where it is indicated that each constant K v must be a 10% of the corresponding constant K p , in order to avoid abrupt and/or large changes of the control signal. The value of each constant K p is determined empirically according to the inertia coupled to each actuator. The subscripts used for the constants were already described in Section III. Constants K p r and K p l were assigned the same value because ideally the motors associated to the wheels perform a similar activity. The constant K p 1 has an intermediate value between the constants K p 2 and K p 3 , because the motor moves the entire arm without any effect from the gravity. The constant K p 2 has a higher value because its associated motor moves the links 2 and 3 with the effect of gravity, while K p 3 has a lower value because its associated motor only moves the link 3 with the effect of gravity.
FIGURE 10. End effector trajectory (empirical tuning).
The ideal path to be tracked by the end effector is a Lissajous curve on the X − Y plane, with a height in Z of 0.4 m. Fig. 10 shows both the desired trajectory and the trajectory developed by the end effector (dotted line). As can be seen in the figure, the robot has problems for tracking the first curve of the trajectory, and this is done with a considerable error. a high initial torque to overcome the inertia of the coupled elements for placing itself in the correct position. The maximum values obtained for these control signals are within the working range of the selected commercial actuator; therefore, the result of the simulation is valid. 
B. METAHEURISTIC TUNING 1) DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM RESULTS
Once the implemented algorithm was tuned by trial and error, it was executed thirty times to obtain a valid set of values to evaluate its behavior by a statistical analysis. The parameters used in the tuning are presented in Table 4 .
The results generated by DE suggest that the case study is multimodal, since different feasible vectors produce the same best value of the objective function. Table 5 presents one of these design vectors and its objective function. As aforementioned, the objective function shown in (77) includes a pair of weights that were calculated using the method explained in subsection V-B. The test simulation produced
2 dt = 7.7151 × 10 5 and
0 e i (t) 2 dt = 4.5977, with n = 5, t f = 10 s. Thus, the calculated weights to satisfy the expression (75) are α 1 = 6.4808 × 10 −7 and α 2 = 0.1087. Fig. 14 presents the average, best and worst convergence curves of the implemented algorithm. As can be seen, the algorithm has a steady behaviour. Table 6 shows the statistical analysis. The resulting solutions present a low dispersion because the standard deviation and the variance are close to zero. Fig. 7 , considering the desired Lissajous trajectory for the end effector. This transformation is performed by means of the Jacobian and the coupled kinematic model of the MM under non-holonomic constraints. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that, due to the symmetry of the platform, the movement, energy or constants of the controller must be the same for both wheels.
2) SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM RESULTS

TABLE 7. Controller constants (metaheuristic tuning).
One of the assumptions for the empirical tuning was to consider that K p 1 has to be lower than K p 2 because it is not affected by gravity. However, the results of DE shown that K p 2 must be higher than K p 1 and higher than K p 3 , since this joint is responsible for both compensating the movement of the platform and the trajectory tracking, simultaneously. In other words, joint 2 requires more energy because the dynamic model is coupled.
Constants K v have a different proportion with respect to K p , caused by the behavior energy signal and the noise of the sensors. That is, in some cases the values of K v must be high to improve the response of the actuator, while sometimes low values are required to attenuate the disturbances and to improve the trajectory tracking. To consider this point and to make the simulation closer to real conditions, a white Gaussian noise signal is added to the position and velocity signals, emulating the disturbances over the sensor. Fig. 15 presents both the desired and the developed trajectories of the end effector. As can be seen, there is a significant improvement in the trajectory tracking with respect to the trajectory obtained by the empirical tuning, shown in Fig. 10 . Figs. 17 and 18 show that, in spite of the start peak of the control signal is higher, the signal error presents a lower value than the solution obtained by the empirical method. This is an effect of the inclusion of both the energy and the error signals in the objective function.
The parallel improvement of the error and control signals validates the tuning of the controller, by formulating an optimization problem and applying a methodology for the calculation of weights in the objective function. Another advantage is that the tuning process is simple and can be applied to other robotic and control systems. It only requires to define the optimization problem and to select the adequated metaheuristic for its solution.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, a method for tuning a PD+ controller by means of dynamic optimization in a mobile manipulator with coupled dynamics is presented. The proposed method was tested with the simulation of a case study MM, and the differential evolution algorithm was applied to solve the associated optimization problem. The case study was solved with both the proposed method and an empirical approach, to validate the performance of the proposal.
The use of a coupled dynamic and kinematic model make it possible to implement a single control law, significantly simplifying the selection of the controller and its tuning. As a result, the tracking of the desired trajectory was improved, in this case the Lissajous curve. Another advantage of the coupled model is that the Cartesian space can be transformed into a joint space, generating a coordinated platform-manipulator movement.
The inclusion of a weighted scheme for the terms in the objective function avoids operating errors that invalidate the tracking of a trajectory, due to the physical limitations of a real MM. The proposed methodology to determine the value of each weight produces a balance in the behavior of the signals that form the objective function. This is evidenced in the decrease in magnitude of both the control signals and the error signals.
The results obtained by the proposed method indicate that the tuning of controllers by means of metaheuristics is a useful tool for tackling real world engineering problems. The quality of the produced solutions demonstrates the precision and good performance of these optimization methods for this kind of applications. Although a basic controller was used for developing the proposed method, this method can be applied for designing systems with complex controllers. Additionally, once the dynamic model is obtained it can be used to analyze any load condition, without requiring complex computational tools to recalculate the controller gains.
A future work is to establish a new optimization problem based on the development already here presented, to additionally determine both the dimensions of the robot structure and the constants of the controller to guarantee the minimum energy consumption during system operation, by applying concurrent design.
APPENDIX
Below is a description of the mathematical terms used in the article. Distance from joint 1 to joint 2
